Kaminario Clarity
Intelligent. Predictive. Prescriptive.

SEAMLESS MULTI-SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT
Clarity provides a centralized cloud-

Kaminario Clarity is a cloud-based analytics platform that
includes a comprehensive set of management and monitoring
functionalities, including a unique capability to leverage
application- level intelligence, machine learning and big
data analytics – all of which enable customers to get more
productivity out of their storage environment and deliver higher
performance for business-critical applications.

based portal for effortless monitoring
and management of multiple K2’s from
a single pane of glass.

Clarity Overview
Kaminario Clarity extends the capability of the Kaminario K2 all-ﬂash storage

array to make it one of the most advanced cloud data management engines in the

industry. Clarity’s big data platform collects millions of active call-home data points
FROM REALIZATION TO ACTION
Applying elements of machine learning
to data collected from Kaminario’s
install base, Clarity offers Prescriptive
Analytics advice on how to derive the

from its customer base to drive automation and predictive alerting. Using advanced
analytics and modeling, the platform helps uncover new insights and provides

recommendations on preemptive resource utilization. Clarity is tightly integrated
with Kaminario VisionOS, K2’s core software architecture and data services

framework, helping gather and report on aggregated performance trends, capacity
utilization, data protection metrics and real-time events.

best performance or value from your
storage environment.

AUTOMATED CASE
MANAGEMENT
The Clarity Data Hub contains thousands
of rules mapped to real-time events
received from the K2 to kickoff automated case creation and support a seamless
support experience.
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Automate Infrastructure Management with Intelligent
Service Groups
Clarity’s secure, cloud-based platform makes it easier than ever to closely

track the link between underlying storage infrastructures and business Key

Performance Indicators (KPIs) or application Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

Beyond just the fixed, rigid and single threaded structures of current generation
quality of service solutions, Clarity’s Intelligent Service Groups feature enables
the definition of a richer set of metrics across one or several K2 systems

representing a customer, application or organization within the company. These
Intelligent Service Groups aggregate storage resources utilized across any

number of systems to help measure if business requirements are met on either a
SLA basis or across the entire IT organization.

“Having a single unified dashboard to monitor all of our storage
arrays is invaluable for capacity and performance trend analysis.
Kaminario Clarity gives us rich analytical insight in an intuitive and
coherent manner.”
Todd Carrier, Infrastructure Database Administrator,
Clearwater Analytics
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Storage Support on Cruise Control
K2 and VisionOS provide a self-tuning, self-healing architecture for an

autonomous storage management experience. Clarity takes this to the next

level by automating support functions (case-creation and resolution) leveraging
a unique Cognitive engine. The combination of real-time events collected from
call-home data and an always evolving rules engine help generate predictive
alerts across a wide- range of business-critical functions. In fact, 90% of all

support cases are opened automatically as a result and a large portion of them
have support workflows that are conducive for single-touch resolutions.
Contact
Contact a business development
representative to answer any
questions you may have.

Architecture and Flow

Schedule a Demo
Schedule a demo with an
engineer and learn if Kaminario’s
solution works for you.

Request a Quote
Request a quote for your
application from our business
development team.
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